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Evaluating learner projects and providing timely 
feedback is challenging because manual evaluation 
is time-consuming and resource-intensive. 

Evaluating chatbots needs to consider both design 
and technical implementation and the logical flow of 
conversations.  
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Takeaways
• LLM-based evaluation performance is task-dependent. LLM performs well in evaluating isolated elements within a 

singular intent (like a greet response); however, their performance reduces when carrying out complex reasoning 
across multiple intents and inferring logical progression of the conversation (like follow-up intents and responses). 

• Including a few contextual examples in the LLM prompts (few-shot strategy) can improve grading accuracy. 

• When no contextual examples are available (cold-start problem), including a rubric statement can enhance accuracy. 

Data: Program snapshots of 75 chatbots created mainly 
by middle school learners during an AI summer camp

Investigate the capability of GPT-4 in 
automatically assessing student chatbot artifacts.

RQ1: How Do LLMs Perform in Assessing different 
Aspects of Computational Artifacts?

RQ2: What Are the Tradeoffs among Different 
Prompting Strategies?

Study Context
AMBY Chatbot Development Environment

Chatbot Artifact Evaluation Rubric

Artifact Dimensions Statement for Score of 3 

Greet intent At least one customized greet response demonstrating its 
purpose. May not set exact user expectations.

Default fallback 
intent

At least one customized default fallback response that can 
redirect the users.

Follow-up intents
Multiple logical follow-up intents. Each follow-up intent is related to 
its parent intent mostly logically and can be triggered properly 
based on the responses from their parent intents.

Training phrases Most training phrases are ample, cohesive, and varied within the 
intent.

Responses At least one response is of appropriate length, logical, 
conversational, and mostly free from grammatical errors.

We focus on evaluating five artifact dimensions. Each dimension was 
rated on a 1-4 scale. Rubric overall Cohen’s Kappa = 0.82. 

Experimental Setup
LLM4Qual (github.com/msamogh/llm4qual) 

open-source framework for 
experiment

Four prompting strategies:

•zero-shot-basic
•zero-shot-rubric
•few-shot-basic
•few-shot-rubric

Evaluation Metrics 

Figure 2. Prompt templates for four experiment conditions

Table 2. Evaluation metrics of GPT4-generated scores with four prompting strategies and 
human-human agreement for five artifact dimensions

• Spearman correlation (ρ)
• Weighted Cohen’s Kappa 

(QWK)

Table 3. Evaluation comparison of the Greet Intent Response: “Hey, 
bro! My name is M&P game recs, and you can ask me to start the 
quiz for my cracked game quiz to give you a broad game rec, man!”


